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Arabah 

                                                           March 27th 1931 
 
Dear Mother. 
 
          I am so glad you enjoyed looking  
at the photographs, there were some very good  
ones in that lot, 
 
          I have been using some of my new  
brushes to-day for the first time, they work splendid- 
ly. 
 
          To-day we went to Baliana to have  
tea with Dr Abbas. (the Egyptian. doctor I took  
Mahomed with the injured hand to last year).  
he has a fine new house & a very pretty little wife,  
they have only been married six months. 
they gave us a very nice tea with lots of fancy cakes  
& biscuits all made by Mrs Abbas, she has been  
educated in a convent. so has learnt to make  
lots of things. 
 
          The man with the burnt leg is nearly  
well, the new flesh has formed on even the worst  
parts & it has only taken one week. we told  
Dr Abbas about it. he had not heard of this new  
treatment & was very surprised, he said that  
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a burn such as we would described would take a  
month at least to heal with the usual treatment.  
he is going to try the tannic acid himself. 
 
          Our baby chicks are getting on splendidly  
we sometimes give them jumping exercise by holding  
a piece of bread just out of reach so that they have  
to give a very big hop to peck it. they have great  
games with it, & seem to enjoy the fun. they are  
developing wings & tails, & the cocks are sprouting combs. 
 
          There does not seem very much news  
to tell you in this letter, we are both hard at work  
again trying to get a certain amount finished before  
it gets too hot, we expect to be here until early in  
May. 
                                  
          Lots of love  
          your affectionate daughter  
          Myrtle. 

 
PS. The lettuces from our seeds are doing splendidly. 
we are so glad to be able to have lots of salads now 
 


